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ProCom and Deloitte cooperate to provide 
services for power plant optimization 

Aachen (Germany), 27 June 2017 - From now on the global consulting 

company Deloitte and its offices in the Czech Republic and the Aachen-based 

company ProCom will be offering joint services for power plant optimization in 

the European Market. For operators of power plants, optimization means that 

their facilities can be used more economically and they as operators benefit 

from greater transparency over the operating status and financial success of 

their assets. The aim of optimization is to provide improved marketing of their 

flexibility in the long and medium-term electricity trading market or in the day-

ahead and intra-day sector. 

The cooperation of the two consulting houses was announced during the 

latest ETCSEE conference (Energy Trading Central & South Eastern Europe, 

14th and 15th June in Prague). Deloitte’s Prague team works together with the 

customer to analyze the actualities of the market and its operations, advises 

on the design of the optimization solution and supports the adaptation of 

business processes. This creates the appropriate platform for a successful 

implementation. ProCom is responsible for the integration of BoFiT 

optimization and other software modules as required, for example for 

simplified electricity trading. ProCom also provides support when creating the 

model, which is the basis of the forecasting and optimization and which 

simulates the plant facilities, delivery commitments and other constraints. The 

Aachen-based company is also responsible for the integration of the products 

into the customer’s corporate IT environment. 
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In case of publication, please send us two archive copies of the 
published material. 

About ProCom GmbH 

ProCom offers consulting services for energy production and 
trading. ProCom studies make chances and risks transparent. 
With process and IT knowledge ProCom accompanies the 
implementation of strategies all the way through to daily operations. 
Asset portfolios are managed optimally with IT solutions, data 
services and market information from ProCom. 

About Deloitte 

Deloitte provides industry-leading audit, consulting, tax and advisory 
services to public and private clients, among them many of the 
world’s most admired brands, including 80 percent of the Fortune 
500 companies. Our people work across more than 20 industry 
sectors to deliver measurable and lasting results that help reinforce 
public trust in our capital markets, inspire clients to make their most 
challenging business decisions with confidence and help lead the 
way toward a stronger economy and a healthy society. To learn 
more about Deloitte connect with us on Facebook, LinkedIn, or 
Twitter. 


